**RULES + INFO**

Are you up for the challenge? Get to know Campus Recreation by participating in free or low-cost activities at each of our facilities. If you complete all activities by the end of the semester, you will win an exclusive Campus Rec Challenge award and be entered to win the grand prize.

Rules are:
- The activities can be completed in any order and at any time throughout the semester.
- They must be completed within operational hours at each facility.
- After completing the activities, you must verify your completion with a facility staff member. You will receive a sticker from the staff member covering that activity in your booklet.
- You cannot get credit for your activity if you do not have your booklet with you.
- Please write your full name and LU email address on your booklet. Staff may ask to validate your identity with your Flames Pass.

**CHALLENGE AWARD**

When you have completed 7 of the 9 challenges, you are eligible to receive the challenge prize! Visit the Campus Recreation Office through December 7 with your booklet and pick up your exclusive apparel item.

**GRAND PRIZE RAFFLE**

Upon completing all activities, drop your booklet off at the Campus Recreation Office to be entered into a raffle for an Apple Watch SE, $150 Amazon gift card, or $75 Amazon gift card! The last day to drop off booklets will be Reading Day (Dec. 7, 2022). Winners will be chosen shortly after and contacted via email.

To learn more about the programs, events, and employment opportunities Campus Recreation has to offer, please visit our website.

**CONNECT WITH US**

- CAMPUSREC@LIBERTY.EDU
- (434) 592-3148
- @LIBERTYCAMPUSREC
- /LIBERTYCAMPUSREC
- @LIBERTYUREC

**LIBERTY CAMPUS RECREATION**